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A Quick Guide to Special Needs and Disabilities
BOB BATES
• Detailing over 60 different special needs conditions this book is an ideal ‘go-to-guide’ to help teachers understand, identify and work with children who have special needs.
• Offers individual, tailored strategies per special need, helping teachers understand the best ways to work with individuals, especially useful for special needs which they have not encountered before.
• Provides broader strategies which can be adopted to help a range of people with special needs.
• The key points to understand and identify each need, as well as the strategies to support children are universal, and non-UK specific.

Reading for Pleasure: A passport to everywhere
KENNY PIEPER
• We hear too often that kids don’t read any more - Kenny Pieper thinks it should be every teacher’s mission to prove this isn’t true.
• Reading is essential to literacy development as well as being a skill, hobby and habit that we can take with us forever.
• Kenny teaches kids whose lives are terrifying obstacle courses of reading-related problems but also encounters pupils who can read perfectly well but choose not to, unconvinced of the importance of reading in their lives.
• Kenny Pieper has gathered a range of tried-and-tested strategies to get kids reading, and enjoying it.

Understanding and Teaching Holocaust Education
PAULA COWAN AND HENRY MAITLES
• Pragmatic and teacher-focused book on how to approach the controversial and difficult teaching topic of the Holocaust.
• Authors are leading names in this field of teaching.
• Coverage of both primary and secondary education.
• Careful coverage of the language and terminology surrounding the Holocaust.
• Discussion of how Holocaust Memorial events can be used to develop educational experiences.
• Explores international perspectives on holocaust education.

The School of Wellbeing: 12 Extraordinary Projects Promoting Children and Young People’s Mental Health and Happiness
JENNY HULME
• As rates of depression, anxiety, self-harm and eating disorders are on the up among young people, how can schools provide appropriate information and support for the young people in their classrooms?
• This book provides 12 inspirational ideas for improving mental health provision in schools.
• It includes practical strategies that schools can put in place immediately to improve the mental health of pupils and staff.
• Case studies and interviews with charity CEOs, ambassadors, teachers, and students are detailed throughout.
• The book will appeal to head teachers, senior leadership teams, pastoral care teams, school counsellors, child/educational psychologists, youth workers, parents.

T = Trade Discount
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Frameworks for Practice in Educational Psychology: A Textbook for Trainees and Practitioners 2ed
BARBARA KELLY, LISA WOOLFSON AND JAMES BOYLE

Now in its second edition, this comprehensive textbook presents a rich overview of approaches to educational psychology, through an in-depth exploration of both existing and emerging practice frameworks. Covering established techniques such as the Monsen et al. Problem-Solving Framework and the Constructionist Model of Informed and Reasoned Action, the book sets out new material on innovative methods and approaches such as Implementation Science and a Problem-Solving - Solution Focussed integrated model for service delivery. Accessible summaries are accompanied by perceptive assessments of how these frameworks meet modern needs for accountable, transparent and effective practice.
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

The BERA/SAGE Handbook of Educational Research (2 Volume Set)
DOMINIC WYSE, NEIL SELWYN, EMMA SMITH AND LARRY SUTER

The BERA/SAGE Handbook of Educational Research provides a cutting edge account of the methodology that is establishing and extending new understandings of education. Over two volumes, the handbook breaks the discipline down into six essential components: Section 1: Understanding Research; Section 2: Planning Research; Section 3: Approaches to Research; Section 4: Acquiring Data; Section 5: Analysing Data; Section 6: Reporting, Disseminating and Evaluating Research. Featuring contributions from more than 50 of the biggest names in the international field, The BERA/SAGE Handbook of Educational Research represents a very significant contribution to the development of education.

Discount on this title is 25%.
Neil Selwyn is a professor in the Faculty of Education, Monash University.
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LANGUAGE AND LITERACY

Handbook of Research on Reading Comprehension 2ed
SUSAN ISRAEL

This esteemed reference work and professional resource, now substantially revised, integrates classic and cutting-edge research on how children and adolescents make meaning from text. The comprehension tasks and challenges facing students at different grade levels are explored, with attention to multiple text types and reading purposes. Preeminent researchers offer a range of perspectives—cognitive, neuroscientific, sociocultural, pedagogical, and technological—on key aspects of comprehension. Effective approaches to assessment, instruction, and intervention are reviewed. The volume also addresses issues in teaching specific populations, including struggling readers and English language learners.
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MATHS

Big Ideas in Primary Mathematics
ROBERT NEWELL

This book explores the ‘big ideas’ in maths to help trainee teachers confidently teach the curriculum in a way that engages children and focuses on understanding, rather than memory, for those lightbulb moments. Covering the major concepts in simple terms, it shows how they can be used to enable learning and support mathematical mastery. A focus on explaining misconceptions and errors will strengthen trainees and teachers own mathematical subject knowledge, while also giving them the confidence to deepen the understanding of the children they teach.
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Mathematics Formative Assessment, Volume 2: 50 More Practical Strategies for Linking Assessment, Instruction, and Learning

PAGE KEELEY AND CHERYL TOBEY

Good maths teachers have a robust repertoire of strategies to move students’ learning forward. This new volume from award-winning author Page Keeley and mathematics expert Cheryl Rose Tobey helps you improve student outcomes with 50 all-new formative assessment classroom techniques (FACTS) that are embedded throughout a cycle of instruction. Descriptions of how the FACTs promote learning and inform teaching, including illustrative examples, support the inextricable link between instruction and learning.

www.footprint.com.au
Bad Hat Harry and Imagineering! Making the Curriculum Your Own
HYWEL ROBERTS

In schools across the world teachers are expected to deliver lifeless curricula, often dreamt up by policy makers, to the children in their care. But a teacher can be a miracle worker, breathing life and joy into a child’s time in school. The curriculum can be a liberating vehicle for teachers and learners – with a little imagineering. Schools can become places where awe and wonder are welcome once again. This is a book about seeing the curriculum as a collection of daily experiences, an academically charged thought explosion that will give teachers and leaders much to reflect upon, as well as off-the-page resources and ideas that can be applied straight away. Covering moral purpose, engagement, motivation, hooks and lures into learning, Mantle of the Expert, productive pedagogies and much more, Bad Hat Harry and Imagineering! aims to humanise the curriculum and equip teachers with ideas for compelling and truly engaging lessons.

Best of the best: Progress
ISABELLA WALLACE AND LEAH KIRKMAN

The purpose of the Best of the Best series is to bring together – for the first time – the most influential voices in education in a format that is concise, insightful and accessible for teachers. This first title, Progress, features a comprehensive collection of brief and accessible contributions from some of the most eminent names in education from around the world. Isabella Wallace and Leah Kirkman have curated a collection of inspiring contributions on the theme of progress and have developed practical, realistic, cross-curricular and cross-phase strategies to make the most of these important insights in the classroom.

John Hattie - Melbourne Graduate School of Education, The University of Melbourne.

Computational Thinking and Coding for Every Student: The Teacher’s Getting-Started Guide
JANE KRAUSS AND KIKI PROTTSMAN

Students are avid users and consumers of technology. Isn’t it time that they see themselves as the next technological innovators, too? Computational Thinking and Coding for Every Student is the beginner’s guide for K-12 educators who want to learn to integrate the basics of computer science into their curriculum. Momentum for computer science education is growing as educators and parents realize how fundamental computing has become for the jobs of the future. This book is for educators who see all of their students as creative thinkers and active contributors to tomorrow’s innovations.

Connected Gaming: What Making Video Games Can Teach Us about Learning and Literacy
YASMIN KAFAI AND QUINN BURKE

Over the last decade, video games designed to teach academic content have multiplied. Students can learn about Newtonian physics from a game or prep for entry into the army. An emphasis on the instructionist approach to gaming, however, has overshadowed the constructionist approach, in which students learn by designing their own games themselves. In this book, Yasmin Kafai and Quinn Burke discuss the educational benefits of constructionist gaming—coding, collaboration, and creativity—and the move from “computational thinking” toward “computational participation.”
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